SIR APOLLO KAGGWA SCHOOLS
PRIMARY SIX ENGLISH SET THREE
In each of the questions 1 – 5, fill in the blank space with a suitable
word.
1. ____________ a hard-working girl Rauda is!
2. That teacher has been teaching in this school ___________ eight years.
3. His car got a _______________because the nail pierced it.
4. When I had a painful ____________i went to the oculist for treatment.
5. My sister is ______________university student.
In each of the questions 6 to 10, use the correct form of the word given
in brackets to complete the sentences.
6. He was successful because of ____________hard work. (he)
7. My young sister is _______________than my elder sister. (pretty)
8. Most teachers arrange class registers ............... (alphabet)
9. The bride _______________down to greet her husband. (kneel)
10. What a __________day it was! (rain)
In each of the questions 11 to 15, re-write the sentence as instructed in
the brackets.
11. Nadin has not seen Kato for two months. (Begin: It is…………………….)
______________________________________________________
12. Bony does not have a bicycle. Brighton does not have a bicycle. (Re-write
the sentence using………………………and neither……………….)
______________________________________________________
13. Sam is short. John is very short. (Use………….shorter……………..)
______________________________________________________

14. Moses is very lazy. Moses cannot finish the work in time.
(Use: ………..so……………that………………)
______________________________________________________
15. Here comes the carpenter. His workshop was burnt down.
(Use:………whose……………)
______________________________________________________
Read the letter below and then answer the questions that follow in full
sentences.
Mutima Bakers,
P.O.Box 144,
Ibanda
21/06/2020
Dear Mawenu Daphine,
This Sunday afternoon I have chosen to write to you to get to know how you
are doing.
I hope the Almighty guides you well in your struggle overseas. The weather
here is chilly. It has been raining past two weeks. Today you have turned 21
years happy birthday! I can’t forget the day you took your first step in our
compound lawn. Daddy and I were overjoyed seeing you walk.
Please continue pursuing your dream career in the military academy. I will
always support you financially.
Your loving Mum
Nakabanda Maria.
Questions
a) Who has written this letter?
______________________________________________________
b) Why has she written the letter?
______________________________________________________

c) How is the weather like at the writer’s place?
______________________________________________________
d) For how long has it been raining?
______________________________________________________
e) How is Mawunu Daphine related to the writer?
______________________________________________________
f) How old is Daphine?
______________________________________________________
g) When do you think was Daphine born?
______________________________________________________
h) How is the writer helping Daphine achieve her dream career?
______________________________________________________
i) On which day was the letter written?
______________________________________________________
j) Give another word to mean overseas as used in the letter.
______________________________________________________

END
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1.

Work out:

234

2. Express 99 in Hindu Arabic numerals.

+4 3 2

3.

Subtract:

4.

Solve: 3p – 4 = 11

5.

How many lines of folding symmetry does the figure below have?

6.

A dice is rolled once. Find the probability that a prime number appears on
top.

7.

Prime factorise 48 and give your answer in subscript form.

8.

Find the GCF of 12 and 18.

9.

The cost of 4 mangoes is shs. 1000. Find the cost of 10 similar mangoes.

10. Find the supplement of 300.

SECTION B
11. Study the number line below and use it to answer the questions that follow.

a) Identify the integers marked by arrows.
(i)
a____________
(ii)
b____________
(iii)
d____________
b) Write the mathematical sentence shown on the number line above.

12. Study the figure below and use it to answer the questions that follow.

a) Find the value of
(i)
Y

(ii)

m

b) Find the area of the figure above.

c) Work out the total distance round the figure.

13. In a village with 49 farmers, 25 grow maize (M), 30 grow Beans (B). X
farmers grow both crops while 2 farmers grow other crops.
a)

Use the information above to complete the Venn diagram below.
n(∑) = 49

c) Find the value of X.

c)

How many farmers grow only one crop?

END
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1. What name is given to a meal containing all food values in their right
amount?
__________________________________________________
2. Give one example of a climbing bird.
__________________________________________________
3. How do silvery walls of a vacuum flask prevent heat loss or heat gain?
__________________________________________________
4. Why is the left side of the heart able to pump blood to most body parts?
_________________________________________________
5. Which exotic breed of sheep is best for wool production?
__________________________________________________
6. In which state of matter does heat travel fastest?
__________________________________________________
7. Apart from taking wrong dose, give one way in which people abuse drugs.
_____________________________________________
The diagram below is of a charcoal stove. Use it to answer questions
8 and 9.

8. How is part M important to the charcoal stove?
__________________________________________________

9. Which letter shows the part which has similar a function to the
ventilators on a house? _________________________________
10. What is the danger of having too much wax in the ear?
__________________________________________________
11. Match each animal in A with the group to which it belongs in B.
A

B

Chameleon

Mammals

Toad

Birds.

Bat

Reptiles.

ostrich

Amphibians.

k) Chameleon

________________________

l) Toad

________________________

m) Bat

________________________

n) Ostrich

________________________

12. a)

Name the human body organ where each of the following takes

place.
16.

Filtration of blood. ____________________________

17.

Blood gets oxygen and carbon dioxide is removed.
____________________________________________

b)

Give the use of the following components of blood.

(i)

white blood cells
______________________________________________

18.

platelets
____________________________________________

13. a)

To which group of plants do ferns and mosses belong?

__________________________________________________
b)

How is reproduction of ferns similar to that of mosses?

__________________________________________________

c)

Apart from ferns and mosses, give two examples of spore bearing
non-flowering plants.

(i)________________________ (ii)_____________________
14. a)

What type of change is rusting?

__________________________________________________
b)

Give two conditions necessary for rusting to occur.

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________
c)

State one effect of rusting to iron tools

__________________________________________________
END
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1. What is the main cause of land fragmentation in Uganda?
____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which King in Uganda did Captain Lugard sign an agreement with in 1890?
________________________________________________________
3. Define the term population distribution.
________________________________________________________
4. Which element of a map gives details about the map?
________________________________________________________
5. Name the body which promotes trade among the countries of East Africa.
________________________________________________________
6. Give one way in which Alexandre Mackay promoted economic development in
Uganda. __________________________________________________
7. Which type of climate is described as hot and wet in East Africa?
________________________________________________________
8. Name the Ministry responsible for major roads in Uganda.
________________________________________________________
9. Why is strip cropping practiced in hilly areas of East Africa?
________________________________________________________
Answer either Christianity or Islam BUT NOT BOTH in No. 10.
10. Either: What was the symbol of God’s covenant with Moses?
________________________________________________________
OR:
Why is Musa remembered in the history of Islam?
________________________________________________________
SECTION B
11. a) Name any two services the government provides to make it easy for
people to carry out trade.
________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

b) Give two ways in which the government raises revenue to provide social
services.
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
12.

Use the map Of Uganda below to answer questions below

a) Which ethnic group of people mainly occupy area KKK?
______________________________________________________
b) Why did country C join the East African Community?
______________________________________________________
c) Name one inland port on Lake A in Tanzania.
______________________________________________________
d) Why does Uganda use English as its official language?
_____________________________________________________
For question 13, Answer Either Christianity or Islam but NOT BOTH.
13. Either: Write two punishments given to the snake for tempting man in
the Bible.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
OR:

According to Islamic teaching, why did Allah create Hawa?

______________________________________________________

END

